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ABSTRACT

Sediment carrying pool-rapid rivers are abundant in the United

States. However, not much is known about the behavior of the pool beds.

It is known that with an increase in the flow that sediment eventually

is scoured from the bed and when the flow is decreased the bed elevation

eventually increases, but what actually occurs before the final equilib-

rium bed configuration is attained can only be approximated. It is a

reasonable assumption that the bed elevation fluctuates due to scour and

deposition, until the final equilibrium bed configuration is attained.

An approximate analysis of the scour and fill patterns of the

pool-rapid river was made to predict the scour and fill patterns of

pool-rapid rivers. A numerical model was analyzed to better account for

what actually happens to the pools.

The results of the analysis verified that when there was a

change in the flow that the pool bed had fluctuated by scouring or

filling, and that the time period until equilibrium would occur varied

by several orders of magnitude.

viii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The pool-rapid river consists of short and medium reaches at

subcritical flow, separated by rapids where the flow is supercritical.

The Colorado River through the Grand Canyon is a prime example of this

kind of river, and there are many others.

If the pool-rapid river was a clear-water stream flowing over a

fixed bed and between fixed banks, each reach would be independent of

all others hydraulically. Under these conditions the pool could be con-

sidered a reservoir and the rapid as the overflow spillway. However,

because sediment is transported through the river, the reaches in a real

pool-rapid river are dependent hydraulically. The bed and banks are not

necessarily fixed, so that as the flow rate changes in the river, the

dimensions of the pool are also changing due to scour or deposition of

sediment, and scour or deposition are dependent in part, on the sediment

supplied from upstream. For simplicity, in this study the banks are

assumed fixed and vertical as they essentially are in portions of the

Colorado River through the Grand Canyon. Therefore scour and deposition

occur only on the bed.

The purpose of this study is to de termine the behavior of the

pool-rapid river and how it varies with the sediment supply, width,

slope, depth, sediment sizes, downstream rapids, change in the flow rate,

1
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and bed roughness. The Colorado River is such a river, but most of the

data used is not specifically taken from previous Colorado River reports.

In other words this analysis will predict the scour and fill patterns

for an imaginary model of a portion of a river that has characteristics

similar to the Colorado River. The range in slope and roughness

analyzed can be found in the Colorado River, as well as the site and

percentage of sediment, but the length and width of the reaches are

larger than that found in the Colorado River. The hydrograph and rapids

are discussed later.



CHAPTER 2

OPEN CHANNEL FLOW

In the pool portion of the stream the flow is subcritical. The

depth of water in the pool is determined by applying the Manning dis-

charge equation (Equation 1).

A 	1.49 
A R

213
S
112

n (1)

Q = Flow rate, in cfs.

A = Cross-sectional area of the pool, in square feet.

R = Hydraulic radius, in feet. The ratio of the area and the

wetted perimeter.

n = Manning roughness coefficient.

S = Slope of the pool, in feet per foot of length.

The cross-sectional area and the hydraulic radius are both functions of

the depth and the width of the pool.

In order to calculate the depth of the pool from the Manning

discharge equation, either a trial and error solution or a graphical

solution are required. In this analysis a graphical solution is used.

The graph (Figure 1) is used to determine the depth of the pools for

given flow rates, widths, slopes, and boundary roughnesses. The rough-

nesses of the bed and banks are assumed the same.

3
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Figure 1. Depth of channel-flow rate relation for a reach at a width
of 400 feet, a roughness of 0.03 and various slopes.
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In wide, shallow reaches the hydraulic radius can be approximated

by the depth of the reach with minimal error. Thus, it can be shown that

for two consecutive reaches with the same slopes, bed roughness, and

flow rate, that the relationship between the width to depth ratio for

normal flow is

y	 B
=	 1 \ 0.6

y
1	

‘B
2

(2)

The variables yl and B 1 are the depth and width of the contraction

reach, respectively, and y2 and B2 are the depth and width of the expan-

sion reach, respectively. However, as the depth increases, so that the

reach can no longer be classified as shallow, the hydraulic radius must

be equal to the ratio of the area and the wetted perimeter. Therefore,

the width to depth ratio (Equation 2) is only a special case and the

value of the exponent is variable. In this analysis the depth approxi-

mation of the hydraulic radius is not used. In addition continuity of

the sediment transport requires a more complex analysis.

The flow through the rapids is supercritical. Therefore logical-

ly at the transition between the pool and the rapid, the regime of flow

must be in a critical condition (Figure 2), point C. The critical con-

dition (critical flow) is defined as the state at which the specific

energy is at a minimum for a specific flow rate.

In the Colorado River as in other rivers and streams, the pools

are separated by rapids. Each rapid effects the surface profile of the

upstream reach in a different way and each one also has a different shape.
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The general shape of rapids can be approximated by geometric

shapes. In this report the parabolic and triangular weir shapes are

chosen (the flow is critical over the weir). These shapes are not

specifically chosen because they are similar to the rapids in the

Colorado River, but are used since the head-discharge relationships are

known. Both the parabolic and triangular weirs are used because they

have different head-discharge relationships and, therefore, the upstream

reach surface profiles are dissimilar.

Little experimentation could be found for weirs of the size

needed for the flow rates being evaluated. However, Blanchard and

DeCoursey (1, p. 1435) found that for low velocity stream flow on the

Washita River, the empirical formula for the triangular weir is valid.

In the analysis that will now be done, the velocities in the approach

reaches are low.

The equation for the flow rate over a parabolic weir of the

shape shown in Figure 3 is

Qp = 4.84 p0.478h
2	

(3)

where the flow rate (Qp) over the weir is directly proportional to the

square of the weir head (h). The term p represents the shape character-

istics of the parabola and is equal to X
2
/2h, where 2X is the width of

the weir and h is the weir head.

The equation of the triangular weir (2, p. 178) of the shape

shown in Figure 4 is



2X
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Figure 3. Parabolic weir schematic.
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The equation of the triangular weir (2, P. 178) of the shape

shown in Figure 4 is

Q t = 4.28 C tan a/2 h5/2	(4)

where the flow rate (Q
t
) over the weir is directly proportional to the

weir head to the 5/2 power. The term tan a/2 represents the shape char-

acteristics of the triangular weir, where a is the apex angle (Figure 4).

The coefficient of the triangular weir is 4.28C, where C is assumed

equal to 0.6.
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Figure 4. Triangular weir schematic.



CHAPTER 3

SCOUR AND DEPOSITION

Scour is the enlargement of a flow section by removing boundary

material. The forces applied to the fluid in motion around the boundary

particles causes the particles to move. The sediment-transport capacity

of a reach at equilibrium is the amount of sediment the fluid in the

reach transports in a unit time.

The law of conservation of matter states that the rate of scour

is equal to the sediment-transport capacity (removal rate) of the reach

minus the sediment supply rate to the reach. An unsteady flow condition

occurs as scour is occurring along the boundary (3). In general as the

cross-section enlarges in area due to scour at the boundary, there is a

reduction in velocity at the boundary and, therefore, the sediment-

transport capacity of the reach decreases. The decrease in the removal

rate at a constant supply rate also decreases the rate of scour. There-

fore, implicit in these statements is that the rate of scour approaches

zero as the removal rate approaches the supply rate for the reach. In

the limit, when the supply rate equals the demand rate the reach is in

equilibrium.

Deposition is the reduction in area of a flow section by adding

material to the boundary. When the supply rate to the reach is greater

than the capacity of the reach, the excess sediment remains in the reach

11
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and the reach fills. As the cross-sectional area is reduced, the

sediment-transport capacity of the reach is increased and, therefore as

in the case of scour, as the limit is approached the rate of deposition

tends towards zero. At the limit the difference in the supply rate and

sediment removal rate is zero and the reach is in equilibrium.

A series of pool reaches separated by weirs (Figure 5) will

attain an equilibrium state after a long period of steady flow, after

which the sediment-transport capacity in all the reaches become the same.

After a change in the flow rate, the water surface in each reach will

attain a seemingly equilibrium profile in a relatively short time. In

contrast the bed will change to the new equilibrium profile in a longer

period of time. This time period will vary with the sediment-transport

capacity, slope, length and width of the reach, supply rate, as well as

the weir controlling the surface elevation. As erosion or deposition

occurs and the bed elevation approaches the new equilibrium, the water

surface elevations will have to change slightly, and these changes in

turn affect the equilibrium bed configuration.

The long time needed for equilibrium to occur can range from a

few days when the flow rate is increased to a few years when the flow

rate is decreased. The reason is that the sediment-transport capacity

of the reach at the high flow rates can be several orders of magnitude

greater than the sediment-transport capacity for the same reach at the

low flow rates (Figure 6). Therefore for the same amount of sediment

exchange between the bed and the fluid (scour and deposition), the time

rate of change in the bed elevation is several orders of magnitude

different.
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Equilibrium conditions are met in the first reach, after a change

in the flow rate, when the surface and bed elevations are in equilibrium.

A downstream reach can only start to seek equilibrium after the reach

just upstream of it is in equilibrium. Until this condition is met, for

the same flow rate, the reach will fluctuate in depth by eroding and/or

filling depending on the fluctuations in the sediment supplied to the

reach. The surface elevation will be nearly constant for the intermedi-

ate bed fluctuations since it is largely controlled by the weir.

A sediment transport relationship is needed to predict the sedi-

ment carrying ability of the fluid for different flow rates. In his re-

port in On Sediment Transport Through the Grand Canyon (4, p.4) Laursen's

relationship is used. Since the experimental data correlated well with

the theoretical results, this author decided to use the same relation-

ship (Equation 5).

(d ) 7 / 6(T'
 1)f)c \y

o	
T	 wc 

(5)

where:

c = mean sediment concentration in percent by weight.

p = the fraction of the bed material with a mean diameter d,

measured in feet.

y
o 

= depth of flow in feet.

V 
2
dm

1/3

o	
30y

 1/3 - the portion of the total tractive force associ-

ated with the sediment particles.
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V = the mean flow velocity in feet per second.

dm = mean diameter of the total bed material, in feet.

T = the critical tractive force acting on the bed, in pounds

per square foot.

4
Tc = ( 

8)d = as a function of the sediment size.
16

T
o 

= yRS
f 
= total tractive force acting on the bed in pounds per

square foot.

Sf = friction slope = Sw 
= water surface slope for uniform flow.

p = mass density of the fluid, in pounds per cubic foot.

y = the unit weight of the fluid in pounds per cubic foot.

w = fall velocity of a quartz sphere of diameter d, in feet per

second.

f
(/ To/p)

- function of the ratio of the shear velocity and the fall

velocity.

R = A/P = the hydraulic radius.

The LaUrsen relationship is used to calculate the bed load,

suspended load, and total load of the river. The bed load is comprised

of the portion of the particles that move along the boundary of the

stream and are in contact with the boundary. The suspended load is sur-

rounded by water and is moving at essentially the same velocity as the

water. The sum of the bed load and the suspended load is the total

sediment load.
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The sediment size distribution of the bed material used in the

calculation of the sediment concentration was taken from samples from

the Colorado River. From the samples of the river a typical bed material

was determined (Table 1) and the percent finer curve was drawn (Figure 6).

The bed material was comprised mainly of sand, with some silt and clay.

Silts and clays are usually found in the wash load (3), therefore they

will not affect the bed load much. However, if the bed was comprised of

some gravel (a shift in the percent finer curve to the right), the values

of the critical tractive forces would increase and the sediment concen-

tration would decrease. The fall velocities (Table 1) of the Colorado

River sediments were found for water measured at a temperature of 52

degrees fahrenheit. If the temperature was cooler, the fall velocities

would be less. Therefore the ratio of the shear velocity to fall

velocity increases. The ratio increase causes an increase in the sedi-

ment concentration. The Reynolds numbers for the sediment particles

range from 6.6 x 10
-6 

for the fines to 63 for the coarsest particles.

Where Re 
(Reynolds number) equals the product of the sediment diameter

and the fall velocity divided by the kinematic viscosity. The kinematic

viscosity was approximated as 10
-5 

square feet per second.

When the river is transporting sediment the depth ratio varies

with the contraction ratio differently than for clear-water flow

(Equation 6).

Y 2

1
(6)
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Table 1. Particle diameters, percents, fall velocities, and Reynolds
number of bed material.

Particle Diameter
(ft.) Percent Fall Velocity	 Reynolds Number

(ft./sec.)	 p=10-5 ft. 2 /sec

0.66 x 10
-5

	00,27	 0.00001	 6.6 x 10
-6

0.16 x 10
-4

	00.55	 0.00007	 1.1 x 10
-4

0.94 x 10
-4

	00.31	 0.00190	 0,018

0.19 x 10
-3

	1.80	 0.00755	 0.14

0.29 x 10
-3

	2,61	 0.01739	 0,51

0.54 x 10
-3

	36.54	 0.05906	 3.4

0,11 x 10
-2

	47,06	 0,11483	 12

0.21 x 10
-2

	10,86	 0,30184	 63
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Laursen (5) found that for different values of the shear velocity/fall

velocity ratio that the value of m increases as ii.57-s-/w increases, and

that the contraction ratio depends on the mode of movement. Laursen's

analysis lead to the conclusion that for

iTYWw < 1/2
Y2

— 

( B1\ 0.59

y1 2

y2. ( B1\ 0.64

Y12
)

Y-	 B. O. 69
(_A)

y
1 

= B

2  

gyS/w = 1 (7)

,/gyS/w > 2 

It was assumed that the hydraulic radius could be approximated by the

pool depth and that the total tractive force associated with the sediment

particles is sufficiently greater than the critical tractive force.

Therefore, the expression

0 

T
c

1

can be approximated by

T
O

T
c



(8)

y2 ( Bn0,63

y1 =2)

Y2 	( B1 0.70

y 1 = 2)

Y2	
( B] 078( 0.78

Y 1	 2

1T0/p/ w = 1

,/ To/p/w = 2.4

iT /p/W = 3 . 5
o
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In analyzing the data for this study, it was found that for

values of ,/ To/p/w equal to 1,0 and 2.4 that the width-depth ratios were

similar to those above, However, for To /p/W equal to 3.5 there was a

discrepancy in the exponent, m. The discrepancy was found for a high

flow rate (200,000 cfs).

The hydraulic radius is always numerically less than the depth

for a reach. At low flow rates the difference is small, and the higher

the flow rate the larger the difference. Since the hydraulic radius is

a function of the depth and width of a reach, it can be shown that when

the flow rate, slope, and roughness coefficient are constant the percent

error due to R less than y is increased as the width of the reach de-

creases, therefore the exponent (m) in the contraction ratio is increased.

A similar development can be shown for the value of the shear velocity.

The contraction reaches are affected to a greater extent by the use of

the hydraulic radius instead of the depth than are the expansion reaches,

therefore the exponent (m) is increased. For example, given a flow rate
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of 200,000 cfs, a slope of 0.00005 feet per foot of length, a roughness

coefficient of 0.03, and two reaches, the contraction reach being 400

feet wide and the expansion reach being 600 feet wide, the depth and

hydraulic radius of the contraction reach (assuming a rectangular sec-

tion) are 90 feet and 62.1 feet, respectively, while the depth and

hydraulic radius of the expansion reach are 66.2 feet and 54.2 feet,

respectively. The overestimation error for the contraction reach is

28 percent, while for the expansion reach the error is 14.7 percent.

Therefore, the contraction ratio exponent is greater than 0.69. The

values of the shear velocity are also less when the hydraulic radius

is used instead of the depth. The depth approximation overestimates

the shear velocity by 20.6 percent in the contraction reach and 10.8

percent in the expansion reach.

The value i- ' 	the average shear per unit area of the

bed rather than the force on the particles moving or about to move.

Thus the ratio

To
Tc

is a parameter of the bed load transportation and a primary factor in

the interchange of sediment between the bed load and the suspended load

(6). If in the analysis

1

To 	
1

Tc
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was approximated by

0

T
c

the error would be greater than 12 percent for only the largest size

sediment, which accounts for approximately eight percent of the total

• load at high flow rates (200,000 cfs) and is larger at low flow rates.

Therefore the contraction coefficient exponent is not affected by the

approximation of

for

To
T

c

To
Tc

- 1.

In order to determine the time of deposition or scour to take

place, a sediment rate equation was formulated to relate the scour or

deposition rate (the difference in the supply and demand of sediment in

the reach) of the fluid with the depth of sediment eroded from or de-

posited on the bed, the width and length of the reach, and the time for

scour or deposition to occur (Equation 9).

Qs	
s

 s 
d xLxBx y

t x 2000
	

(9)



t> pQs x 2000
dsxLxBx ys 

(10)
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Qs = the difference in the supply and the demand rate of

sediment in the reach, in tons per year,

t = the time for scour or fill to occur, in years.

ds = depth of scour or fill, in feet.

L = length of the pool, in feet.

B = the width of the pool, in feet.

ys = the average bulk specific weight of the sediment, in tons
2000

per cubic foot.



CHAPTER 4

SCHEMATIC MODEL OF THE POOL-RAPID RIVER

In order to analyze the pool-rapid river, a schematic model was

developed. The length of each pool is ten miles with varying widths of

400, 500, and 600 feet. Six different reaches were analyzed with either

a parabolic or triangular weir (rapid) separating them. All the reach-

weir combinations are different.

The equilibrium depth and slope of each reach depends on the

flow rate, width, sediment-transport capacity, and bed roughness. When

the river is assumed to be in equilibrium, the flow rate and sediment-

transport capacity throughout the river are constant. If the bed rough-

ness is also assumed to be constant, reaches at different widths are

also at different depths and slopes. For example at a flow rate of

40,000 cfs, a sediment-transport capacity of 1.0 x 10
8 

tons per year,

and a bed roughness of 0.03, a 400-foot wide reach has an equilibrium

depth of 32 feet and a slope of 0.000048 feet per foot of length, while

a 500-foot wide reach has an equilibrium depth of 28 feet and a slope of

0.000047 feet per foot of length (Figures 7, 8 and 9). Both the depth

and slope are different, but the difference in slope is small so for

some purposes it is assumed that the equilibrium bed slope of the river

is constant.

24
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and

( 1-T o / P 
w )n ( /P )x

equals

28

In order to demonstrate how the slopes of the reaches are

affected by the approximation of the hydraulic radius by the depth and

	t 	 t

T	 T
0

1 by °
T	 T

	C 	 C

an algebraic analysis of the Manning discharge equation and the Laursen

relationship were done. The effects of the roughness coefficient and the

width were also determined for the slopes. The initial equations used

were

1.49	 2/3 1/2
Q =	 (Ky)	 S	 By	 (11)

and

-	 (C7
/6

c	 p	 (c To /T 	
To

Q(/ w

where Ky equals the hydraulic radius,
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0	
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T
cT

C

(12)

where x is assessed equal to 1/4, 1, and 9/4. The sediment sizes, mean

sediment size, fall velocities, coefficient 0, flow rate, and sediment-

-
transport capacity (or c) are assumed constant for any expansion and
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contraction pair. Analyzing the equations for two reaches, the results

are

for x = 1/4

for x = 1

for x = 9/4
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When x is small the width ratio has very little effect on the

bed slope ratio of the two reaches and, therefore, at equilibrium depth

the slopes are nearly constant. As x is increased the slope ratio is

affected to a greater extent by the width, but since in the analysis

the width ratio and depth ratio are not large--for example, when the

width ratio is 1.5 as in the case of reaches A and B, if reach B has a

slope of 0,00005 feet per foot of length, reach A should have a slope

of 0.000057 feet per foot of length. The assumed slope of reach A is

0.00005 feet per foot of length, therefore the error is 14 percent.

However, since the analysis is approximate and the main purpose is to

show the patterns of scour and fill, a 14 percent error is acceptable .

The slope is affected to a large extent by the roughness co-

efficient, For the 500 foot wide reaches, D and E, it can be shown that

if reach D has a roughness of 0,03 and a slope of 0.00005, then if reach

E has a roughness of 0.04, the slope is 0.00007, when the flow rate is
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40,000 cfs, the sediment-transport capacity of 1.0 x 108 tons per year,

and x equals one. This checks with the computer results.

The ratio of B/y versus K was plotted (Figure 10) and it was

found that as the width to depth ratio increases the value of K approach-

es one. Therefore at a constant flow rate the value of K is smaller in

the contraction reaches than in the expansion reaches and, therefore,

the slope in the contraction reaches tend to be less than in the expan-

sion reaches. The value of C varies with T
o 

/T
c 
as shown in Figure 11.

From the analysis it is seen that the slopes in the reaches are

not exactly equal, but since the width ratio tends towards increasing

the slope of the expansion reach, while the K ratio tends towards

decreasing the slope of the expansion reach, the effects of the two seem

to cancel and the assumption of the slopes being constant at equilibrium

is valid.

A hydrograph is routed through the river (Figure 12). The hydro-,

graph time period is one year and the flow rates range from 5,000 to

100,000 cfs, The range in the flow rates are reasonable for reaches

that are 400 to 600 feet wide, but are not considered shallow. The

reason for the arrangement of the hydrograph is to see how small and

large changes in the flow affect the sediment-transport capacity of the

reaches. The time period chosen for each flow rate is greater than the

scour-deposition time of the first reach. Therefore the scour hole or

fill mound travels through the entire length of the first reach. The

other five reaches do not necessarily have to be in equilibrium just

before a change in the flow rate.
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Cases I through IV are a buildup to the analysis of the pool-

rapid river. Case I shows how a change in the flow rate affects the

surface profile of a series of expansion and contraction reaches. Case

II shows what occurs when the same reaches are allowed to erode or

deposit. Case III shows the affects of different rapids on a stream of

constant width and, Case IV shows how the contraction and expansion

reaches affect the river when the rapids are the same. The parameters

for the four cases are arbitrarily chosen from the data of the

pool-rapid river.



CHAPTER 5

COMPUTER PROGRAM

Two separate computer programs were developed and used to simu-

late data for the analysis. The program CALCQ computed values of flow

rate from values of normal depth from the Manning discharge equation.

The program ST was used to calculate the sediment-transport

capacity of a reach for the bed load, suspended load, and total load.

In order to approximate the value

( IT04 \

W )

in Laursen's relationship, the graph of

o /p

versus

f( 11-0 /p

\ w )

was divided into linear segments (Figure 13). This made the programming

easier. The linear segment method was used previously (7) and was found

to be reliable. From the theoretical results a curve of the flow rate

and the sediment transport capacity were drawn (Figure 6).
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The value for the ratio of the shear velocity to the fall veloci-

ty deviates in the linear approximation from the actual curve only for

the finest portion of the sediment. When the flow rate is greater than

10,000 cfs the overestimation due to the fine sediment is small. How-

ever, at lower flow rates the values of

f(IT0 I P)
\ w /

greater than 100 will cause error in the sediment-transport capacity

calculations. For example, at a depth of five feet, a slope of 0.00005,

width of 400 feet, roughness coefficient of 0.03, and flow rate of

2,020 cfs, there is a 19 percent overestimation of the value of

Therefore at low flow rates the bottom portion of the curve (Figure 6)

overestimates the sediment-transport capacity and the curve should

instead follow the dotted line in the figure.

At high flow rates the value of VT 0 r
/n/w increases, but so does

the shear velocity. Therefore there are more large sediment particles

being moved and the percent of the fines in the total load is small.

At low flow rates the impact of the fine particles on the total load is

much more pronounced and therefore even though the value of rr—r/w areo P

increasing, the effects are small.

As the slope is increased, the value of "To/p/w is also in-

creased, but since larger particles are more easily moved, the percent
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of the fines in the total load is small. For pool-rapid rivers with

large percents of fines composing the bed, the error due to the approxi-

mation can be large, but in this analysis it is not the case.



CHAPTER 6

PROCEDURE

In order to understand the behavior of the pool-rapid river less

complex systems were first analyzed. The order of progression for the

analysis is 1) a series of reaches of different widths and fixed bed

profiles, 2) a series of reaches of different widths and erodible beds,

3) a series of reaches all with the same widths but with different

downstream controls and erodible beds, 4) a series of reaches with

different widths and erodible beds but the same downstream controls, and

5) the pool-rapid river.

Case I: System of Different Reaches and
Fixed Bed Profiles 

The simplest case is a series of reaches of different widths and

fixed beds. This case approximates the situation when the flow changes

suddenly and scour and deposition have not had time to reform the bed.

An example comprised of alternating expansion and contraction reaches

was selected (Figure 14). The first, last, and mid-reaches, R, V, and T,

are 600 feet in width and the two intermediate reaches, S and U, are 400

feet in width. Reaches R and V are long enough so that at some upstream

section of each of the reaches the depth is normal, while the other

reaches are each ten miles in length. The bed roughness along the entire

system is taken as 0.03 (Manning roughness). The bed slope of the system

39
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is constant, 0.00005 feet per foot of length. The initial bed configura-

tion is assumed to be that of an alluvial river. Therefore in the con-

tracted reaches, 400 feet in width, the bed is scoured out, and lower by

1.5 feet than are the upstream and downstream expansions, thus the

stream at a flow rate of 5,000 cfs is in equilibrium. For sediment

transporting flow, 1.5 feet is the difference in depth between the ex-

pansion and contraction reaches. The depth is normal throughout the

system and the surface profile is continuous and linear. The surface

water slope is equal to the bed slope, 0.00005 feet per foot of length.

It is implicitly assumed in this description of the initial conditions

that the difference in the velocity head, the losses at the expansions

and the contractions, and the actual difference in the bed slopes of the

reaches are all negligible. It is easily demonstrated that these assump-

tions are all eminently reasonable and justifiable.

If the flow rate is increased to 25,000 cfs and the bed is

assumed fixed, the surface profile must change (Figure 15). Normal

depth for reaches R, T, and V are 18 feet, while reaches S and U have

normal depths of 23.3 feet. Reach V is assumed to be long enough so

that it is at normal depth throughout. Reach R is long also, therefore

somewhere upstream the depth is normal.

The depth of reach U just upstream of section 4 is 19.5 feet.

Just downstream of section 4 the depth of reach V is 18 feet. The water

surface elevation of the two reaches are the same, therefore the depth

difference is due to a bed elevation difference of 1.5 feet from scour.

However, 19.5 feet is less than the normal depth (23.3 feet) by 3.8 feet.
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Upstream the depth will tend towards normal. A Chezy backwater analysis

was used to compute the depth change upstream and it was found that the

depth increases by 1.5 feet to 21 feet in the ten-mile reach. The head

loss at the expansion (section 4) is small, so it was neglected. Note

the upstream depth of reach U is not yet at normal depth.

The depth of reach T just upstream of section 3 is 19.5 feet.

This is greater than the normal depth for the reach. The results of

the backwater analysis for the reach shows a decrease in depth of 0.5

feet in ten miles. The upstream depth is thus 19.0 feet, still above

normal depth. If the reach was long enough, as in the case of reach R,

the depth at the head water would be normal. The head loss due to the

contraction is small, so it is also neglected.

The depth of the contraction reach S just upstream of the expan-

sion (section 2) is 20.5 feet and increases to approximately 21.5 feet

at section 1 due to backwater. Therefore the depth in reach S tends

towards normal depth (23.3 feet) in the upstream direction. The change

of depth in reach S is 1.0 feet, which is less than the change in depth

of reach U (1.5 feet). However, the initial downstream depth of con-

traction reach U is 19.5 feet, which is 1.0 feet less than the downstream

depth of reach S (20.5 feet). Therefore it can be concluded that as the

initial depth of a contraction reach tends towards normal, the change in

the upstream depth in the reach due to backwater is decreased (Figure 16).

It can also be concluded that if there are additional contraction

reaches upstream the tendency of the stream would be to flow at a depth

that tends towards but is less than the normal depth of the contraction
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Figure 16. Backwater curves.
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reach. Comparison of expansion reaches R and T also seem to show this

tendency. It can be shown that the expansion depths tend to be further

from normal depth upstream as additional reaches are added. If the

initial conditions of the stream are at a high flow rate and the flow

rate is decreased, everything is opposite.

Although a specific example is used to illustrate the behavior

of a series of expansion and contraction reaches, the conclusions should

be general as long as the flow is subcritical and until the bed is re-

formed by the scour and deposition that takes place. As the expansion/

contraction ratio approaches unity there is an increasing similarity in

the reaches and the series of reaches can be considered as one large

reach while being analyzed.

Case II: System of Different Reaches 
with Erodible Beds 

When the flow rate of a stream is changed, its sediment-transport

capacity is also altered. The initial conditions of Case I assumes that

the bed at equilibrium configuration, scour and deposition has occurred

and the sediment supply is equal to the sediment demand throughout the

stream. When the flow rate is increased to 25,000 cfs, Case I analyzes

the surface profile change before the bed configuration again changes.

The sediment-transport capacity varies throughout the stream since the

width, depth, velocity, and energy gradient varies throughout. In

general, supply and demand are everywhere unequal and the bed will reform

by scour and deposition to make them everywhere equal. When the supply

of sediment into the reach is equal to the sediment carrying capacity of
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the reach (demand), the reach is at equilibrium depth. When all the

reaches in the stream are at equilibrium depth the sediment load is

constant throughout the stream.

Figure 17 is a schematic diagram of the stream before scour or

deposition have taken place. When the stream is in equilibrium the

approximate sediment load is 5.6 x 107 tons per year (Figures 7 and 9)

at a flow rate of 25,000 cfs. The initial sediment-transport capacity

of the contractions are greater than 5.6 x 107 tons per year, while the

initial sediment-transport capacity of the expansions is less than

5.6 x 107 tons per year (Figure 17). Graphs of the depth, flow rate,

and sediment-transport capacity for different reaches were drawn (Figures

7 and 9). It can be seen from the graphs that as the depth of flow in

the reach decreases, at a constant flow rate, the sediment-transport

capacity of the reach increases, and vice versa.

In the example, the supply of sediment to the stream is 5.6 x 10 7

tons per year at a flow rate of 25,000 cfs, The capacity at the down-

stream portion of reach R is 3.0 x 10
7 tons per year. Therefore deposi-

tion will take place in the downstream end of the reach and the supply

to reach S will be equal to or greater than 3.0 x 10
7 tons per year, but

less than 5.6 x 10
7 tons per year.

The upstream portion of contraction S has a sediment-transport

capacity of 9.6 x 10
7 tons per year. It is being supplied by the

downstream portion of reach R, the initial supply rate is 3.0 x 10
7 tons

per year, increasing towards 5.6 x 10
7 tons per year as reach R fills.

Scour will occur in contraction S until equilibrium depth is attained
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throughout the reach. As the main scour hole, which is formed at the

head of the contraction, travels downstream, scour is also taking place

all through the contraction. The downstream scour is caused since the

initial depths are decreasing in the downstream direction. When the

depth of flow attains the equilibrium conditions the sediment-transport

capacity equals that of reach R, 5.6 x 10 7 tons per year.

All the intermediate reaches, T and U, behave similarly to

reaches R and S. Reach T will initially deposit sediment since the

sediment supply from reach S (1.0 x 10
8 

tons per year) is greater than

the demand of reach T (3.7 x 10
7 tons per year). As reach T fills, its

sediment-transport capacity increases. At the same time reach S is

scouring, and therefore its sediment-transport capacity is decreasing.

When reach T is in equilibrium, its sediment-transport capacity is equal

to the equilibrium supply from reach S, which is 5.6 x 10
7 tons per year.

Reach U has a greater sediment-transport capacity than the supply from

reach T, so reach U scours. As the supply rate is increased from reach

T, the rate of scour and sediment-transport capacity of reach U de-

creases. When reach U is in equilibrium at 5,6 x 10
7 
tons per year, so

are reaches R, S, and T. From this it can be seen that the expansion

reaches will deposit and the contraction reaches will scour until

equilibrium is attained. Expansion reach V is long, therefore the

scoured material from the contraction will eventually spread evenly over

the expansion and the deposition in reach V is negligible.
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The change in the bed elevations modify the backwater curves.

The modification of the first reach, R, by deposition will eventually

scour out and the final profile will be as in Figure 18,

When the flow rate is increased, the time period necessary for

the entire reach to be affected is in the order of minutes, hours, or

days. The variables affecting the time period are the length of the

reach and the velocity of flow. The time needed for the reach to scour

or deposit is in the order of days, months or years. The variables

affecting the scour or deposition rate are the sediment supply rate into

the reach, the sediment-transport capacity of the reach, the volume of

sediment that must be scoured out or deposited, and the specific weight

of the sediment being moved. Since the range in the difference in the

supply rate and the sediment-transport capacity is a few orders of

magnitude, the time range is also a few orders of magnitude.

The time rate of scour for reach S will now be presented as an

example. The flow rate has been increased from 5,000 to 25,000 cfs, the

width is 400 feet, the average specific weight of the sediment is 110

pounds per cubic foot, and the length of the reach is ten miles. The

initial supply rate to reach S is 3.0 x 10
7 tons per year from reach R

and the approximate sediment-transport capacity of reach S is 1.0 x 10
8

tons per year. The average depth of scour so that equilibrium of reach

S is attained is 2.3 feet. If Equation (10) is used, the minimum time

for reach S to scour is 0.038 years (14 days or 336 hours). 
This assumes

that the difference between the supply and the demand are constant.

As was mentioned previously, in time the supply will increase 
and the
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demand will decrease, therefore the difference in the supply and demand

will range from 7.0 x 10
7 

tons per year to zero at equilibrium. There-

fore, the scour time for reach S is greater than 336 hours. Meanwhile,

the time needed for the flow to travel through the ten-mile reach is

less than five hours at a speed of three feet per second. The wave

front will travel through the reach at a greater speed than three feet

per second (the velocity of the fluid in the reach), therefore the

travel time is even less than five hours. As can be seen,the time

needed for reforming the bed is approximately two orders of magnitude

greater than the wave travel time.

Although a specific example is used to illustrate the behavior

of a series of expansion awl contraction reaches, the conclusions should

be general as long as the flow is subcritical and until the bed is re-

formed by the scour or deposition that takes place. If the initial con-

ditions of the stream are at a high flow rate and an equilibrium bed

configuration, and then the flow rate is decreased, everything is oppo-

site, and the time needed to reform the bed is much greater.

Case III: System of Constant Width Reaches, 
with Different Downstream Control Weirs

and Erodible Beds 

The next step in evaluating the scour and deposition patterns of

the pool-rapid river is to separate the pools by rapids. Parabolic and

triangular weirs are used to approximate the different rapids. The weir

approximation is valid since at some point in the rapid the flow is

critical and the flow over the weir is also critical. Case III analyzes
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the effects of different weirs on equal width reaches (Figure 19) and

shows how scour and deposition vary because of the weirs.

In order to approximate the weir-reach stream, the following

example is analyzed (Figure 19). The stream is comprised of reaches of

the same constant width separated by alternating triangular and parabolic

weirs. The first and mid reaches, R and T, are controlled by triangular

weirs, while the intermediate reaches, S and U, are controlled by para-

bolic weirs. Reaches R and V are long, while the other reaches are each

ten miles in length. The bed roughness along the entire stream is

assumed to be 0.03 and all the reaches are 400 feet in width. The bed

and surface slopes are assumed constant and equal at 0.00005 feet per

foot of length and the initial bed configuration is assumed to be that

of an alluvial river in the pools. The weir for each reach controls

the surface profile and the surface elevation of the reach. At some up-

stream position the elevation of the water above the weir low point is

equal to the head necessary for the flow rate; this is the weir head.

The equilibrium depth of all the 400 foot width reaches is the same,

36 feet at the initial flow rate of 50,000 cfs. At this depth the sedi-

ment load throughout the entire reach is constant. The weir head is

15.8 feet for the parabolic weirs and 16.1 feet for the triangular

weirs (Figure 20), The weir head depends only on the flow rate and the

weir shape.

If the flow rate is increased to 200,000 cfs, but the bed has not

had time to erode yet, the depth of flow will increase by the amount

equal to the increase in the weir head in the downstream portion of the
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reach and in the upstream portion of the reach the increase is greater

than the weir head increase due to the backwater (Figures 19 and 21).

The new downstream depth for the reaches with triangular weir controls,

R and T, are 51.9 feet, while the reaches with parabolic weir controls,

U and S, have new downstream depths of 50.2 feet. The 1.7 foot differ-

ence in depth is entirely due to the weir head. In the reaches con-

trolled by parabolic weirs the depth increase due to backwater in the

upstream portion of the reach is 9.8 feet, while in the reaches controlled

by triangular weirs the upstream depth increase is 8.5 feet.

Reach R is long, therefore at some upstream point the flow is at

equilibrium and normal depth of 89 feet. The sediment-transport capacity

at equilibrium depth is 9,4 x 10
8 

tons per year (at a flow rate of

200,000 cfs), which is assumed to be the supply into the stream. In the

downstream direction the depth of reach R is 51.9 feet. At 51.9 feet

the sediment-transport capacity of the reach is 1.3 x 10
10 

tons per

year. The demand is greater than the supply, therefore the reach scours.

The reach will be in equilibrium when the bed scours out and the depth

of the reach is increased by 37.1 feet. The minimum time for the reach

to scour is approximately 0.036 years (13.1 days, 314 hours).

The initial supply rate to reach S from reach R is 1.3 x 10
10

tons per year and decreases to 9.4 x 10
8 

tons per year as reach R scours.

The upstream sediment-transport capacity of reach S is 7.4 x 10
9 tons

per year and increases downstream so that just upstream from the weir

the sediment-transport capacity is 1.8 x 10
10 tons per year. Therefore

the upstream portion of reach S initially fills. When 
the supply rate
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from reach R decreases so that it is less than the demand rate of the

upstream portion of reach S, reach S will scour until equilibrium is

attained. The downstream portion of reach S scours the entire time

since the supply rate is always less than the demand rate. The depth of

scour is 38.8 feet and the time for scour to occur is greater than 314

hours. When the flow rate of reach S is increased, the time needed for

the entire reach to attain the constant flow rate (200,000 cfs) is

approximately two hours. This is much less than the scour time for the

reach.

The initial supply rate to reach T from reach S is 1.8 x 10
10

tons per •year and decreases to 9.4 x 10
8 

tons per year when reach S is

in equilibrium. The sediment-transport capacity of reach T ranges from

, 9
a minimum of 6.8 x 10 tons per year in the upstream sections to a

maximum of 1.3 x 10
10 

tons per year in the downstream sections of the

reach. Therefore the upstream portion of reach S fills until the supply

rate decreases below the demand rate of the reach; at this time the

upstream portion of reach S scours until it attains equilibrium. The

downstream portion of reach S initially scours, then it deposits, and

finally scours again until equilibrium is attained. Some time period

after reach S attains equilibrium, reach T also attains equilibrium

conditions. If there were more downstream reaches the deposition-scour

pattern that occurs in reach T would also occur in the other downstream

expansion reaches, while in the contraction reaches the pattern would be

scour-deposition-scour. When the entire stream is in equilibrium the

sediment load is constant (Figure 22).
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Case IV: System of Contraction-Expansion Reaches 
with Erodible Beds and the Same Downstream

Control Weirs 

In Case III (constant width, different weirs) the equilibrium

depths of the reaches were the same, but the downstream controls differed.

Case IV analyzes what occurs when the downstream controls are the same

but the widths of the reaches are different.

The same reach arrangement as in Cases I and II are used, but

there are parabolic weirs at the expansion and contraction sections 1,

2, 3, and 4 (Figure 23). Reaches R, T, and V are each 600 feet in width

and reaches S and U are each 400 feet in width. Reaches R and V are

long, while the other reaches are ten miles in length. All the reaches

have the same bed roughness (0.03), bed and surface slopes (0.00005 feet

per foot of length), and initial bed configuration in the pools as that

of an alluvial river . The sediment load in the stream is initially in

equilibrium at a flow rate of 50,000 cfs. The weir heads throughout the

entire river are the same (16.1 feet), while the equilibrium depth of

the expansion reaches, R, T, and V, are 27.9 feet and the contraction

reach depths, reaches S and U, are 36 feet. The difference in depth

between two reaches at a weir, sections 1, 2, 3, and 4, is 8.1 feet.

When the flow rate is increased to 200,000 cfs, and the bed has

not yet had time to erode, there is a 15.9 foot weir head increase in

each reach. Therefore the initial downstream depth of the contraction

reaches (at 200,000 cfs) are 51.9 feet and for the expansion reaches are

43.8 feet (Figure 24). In the upstream portion of the contraction

reaches the depth is 60.5 feet which is 8.6 feet greater than the
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downstream depth. The increased depth is due to backwater. The upstream

sediment-transport capacity for all the reaches is less than the down-

stream capacity, therefore initially the downstream portions of all the

reaches scour. The equilibrium depth of the contraction reaches are 89

feet, while the equilibrium depth of the expansion reaches are 65 feet

(Figure 25); therefore the entire length of all the reaches will scour

eventually.

Reach R is long, therefore at some upstream point the depth is

at equilibrium (depth equal to 65 feet) and the sediment supply to the

stream is 1.0 x 10
9 

tons per year (Figure 9). In the downstream portion

of reach R the sediment-transport capacity is 6.6 x 10
9 

tons per year,

therefore reach R will scour until the downstream sediment-transport

capacity is the same as the supply (1.0 x 10
9 

tons per •year). The scour

depth in the downstream portion of the reach is 21.2 feet.

The supply of sediment from reach R to reach S ranges from

6,6 x 10
9 

tons per year initially to 1.0 x 10
9 

tons per year when reach

R is in equilibrium. The initial sediment-transport capacity of reach S

ranges from 7.4 x 10
9 tons per year upstream to 1.0 x 10 10 tons per year

downstream, since this is greater than the supply from reach R, reach S

scours. When the sediment-transport capacity of reach S decreases to

1.0 x 10
9 

tons per year it is in equilibrium.

Reach T initially scours due to the increased upstream depth due

to backwater. However, the initial supply capacity into reach T is

greater than the initial capacity of reach T so sediment is deposited on

the bed. As the supply capacity decreases, the demand capacity becomes
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larger than the supply capacity, then reach T scours. Eventually reach

T also attains equilibrium. Therefore the pattern of reach T is scour-

deposition-scour. For all the additional downstream reaches this bed

fluctuation also occurs. The wave travel times and scour times are

similar to those in Case III.

If after the stream attains equilibrium at 200,000 cfs the flow

rate is decreased to 50,000 cfs, sediment is deposited on the bed of the

stream. Initially only the flow rate changes and the bed has not had

time to change. The surface elevation decreases by 15.9 feet, therefore

the depth in all the reaches also decreases by 15.9 feet. The depth of

reaches R, T, and V are 49.1 feet and the depths of the reaches S and U

are 73.1 feet (Figure 26). The sediment supply to the stream at 50,000

cfs is 1.9 x 10
8 tons per year. The downstream sediment-transport

capacity of reach R is 7.0 x 10
6 tons per year. Since the supply

capacity is greater than the demand capacity, sediment is deposited on

the bed of reach R. When the depth of the sediment deposited is 21.2

feet reach R is in equilibrium (the sediment load of reach R is 1.9 x 10
8

tons per year).

Reach S is initially supplied with 7.0 x 10
6 

tons per year of

sediment from reach R. The supply increases to 1.9 x 10
8 tons per year

as sediment is deposited in reach R. The capacity of reach S is

4.0 x 10
6 

tons per year, which is less than the supply, therefore sedi-

ment is also deposited in reach S. The minimum time of deposition in

reach S is 83 days (1992 hours). At a greater time than 1992 hours

reach S will be in equilibrium, at a flow rate of 50,000 cfs.
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Reach T has an initial	 a city of 7.0 x 10
6 

tons per year and

an initial supply of 4.0 x 10
6 

Ions per year, therefore it will initially

scour. When the supply capacity increases in reach S to a greater

amount than the capacity of reach T, as expected reach T deposits.

Deposition occurs until the supply equals the demand.

If there were more downstream reaches, the scour-deposition that

occurs in reach T also occurs in all the additional downstream expan-

sion reaches. Contraction reaches always have sediment deposited on

their beds, but the rate of deposition is variable. When the flow rate

is decreased from 200,000 to 50,000 cfs the backwater effects are small

in each reach so that the difference in the sediment-transport capacity

due to backwater is neglected. In the backwater analysis, it was found

that the sediment-transport capacity decreased downstream in the reach.

Case V: The Pool-Rapid River 

The pool-rapid river consists of combinations of Cases III and

IV. Consecutive reaches in the river can either have the same or differ-

ent width, as well as either the same or different downstream control

(weir). The flow rate and sediment-transport capacity of the river

change in time. The slopes, widths, and bed configurations can also be

variable in the pool-rapid river. For simplicity they are considered

constant when the river is in equilibrium.

In order to show the interrelationship between the reaches of

the river, an example is analyzed. A portion of the river that consists

of six reaches is used, with a weir control separating consecutive

reaches. Three different widths (400, 500, and 600 feet) and two
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different weirs (parabolic and triangular) were combined so that each

of the six reach-weir combinations were different (Figure 27).

The reaches with triangular weir controls are: reach B (400 feet

in width), reach C (600 feet in width), and reach E (500 feet in width).

The reaches with parabolic weir controls are: reach A (600 feet in width),

reach D (500 feet in width), and reach F (400 feet in width). The other

river characteristics are assumed to be initially constant: 1) the bed

roughness is 0.03, 2) the bed and surface profile slopes of all the

reaches are 0.00005 feet per foot of length, 3) the length of each

reach is ten miles, 4) the bed configuration is that of an alluvial

river in the pools, and 5) the sediment-transport capacity of the river

is in equilibrium at a flow rate of 5,000 cfs. The weir head for the

triangular weirs is 6.3 feet and for the parabolic weirs is 5.2 feet at

a flow rate of 5,000 cfs. The equilibrium depths for the different

reaches are: 1) reaches A and C, 6.8 feet (600 feet wide), 2) reaches

B and F, 8.3 feet (400 feet wide), 3) reaches D and E, 7.3 feet (500

feet wide). (See Figure 27.) The sediment load throughout the river

is approximately 6.3 x 10
6 tons per year.

In order to see how the river reacts to changes in the flow rate,

a hydrograph was developed and routed through the reaches (Figure 12).

The following analysis shows how the initial increase in the hydrograph

effects the river. The maximum time necessary for the change in flow to

travel the 60 miles through the reaches range from approximately 7.7

days when the flow decreases from 50,000 to 5,000 cfs, to 0.52 days

when the flow is increased from 20,000 to 100,000 cfs. The actual time
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is less, since the wave front travels at a faster speed than the average

velocity of flow.

When the flow rate of the river is changed, it is assumed that

the sediment supply into reach A, from the upstream portion of the river,

is at equilibrium sediment-transport capacity and remains at equilibrium

until the flow rate is changed. When the flow rate is changed the new

supply capacity is assumed to be at the new equilibrium capacity.

The flow rate is increased from 5,000 to 35,000 cfs. The time

for the flow to travel through the system of reaches is less than 0.81

days and the sediment-supply to reach A is 9.4 x 10
7 tons per year. The

initial depths of the reaches at the flow rate of 35,000 cfs are: 1)

reach A, 15.1 feet, 2) reach B, 15.5 feet, 3) reach C, 14.0 feet,

4) reach D, 15.6 feet, 5) reach E, 14.5 feet, 6) reach F, 16.6 feet,

before scour has occurred (Figure 28).

The supply to reach A (9.4 x 10
7 tons per year) is less than the

sediment-transport capacity of the reach (6 x 10
8 tons per year).

Therefore reach A scours. The minimum scour time of reach A is approxi-

mately nine days. The equilibrium depth of reach A is 22.3 feet, there-

fore 7.2 feet of sediment is scoured out of the bed. At the 
equilibrium

depth of 22.3 feet, reach A has a sediment load of 9.4 x 10
7 tons per

year. The supply from reach A to reach B 
is calculated to be 6.0 x 10

8

tons per year for the nine days that reach A 
takes to scour and then the

supply decreases to 9.4 x 10
7 tons per year when reach A is at equilibri-

um. The nine days is the time it takes 
the scour hole to travel through

the entire length of reach 
A. The initial sediment-transport capacity
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of reach B is 2.1 x 109 tons per year. In 1.3 days reach B scours to a

depth of 20.2 feet and has a sediment-transport capacity of 6.0 x 10 8

tons per year. At this time, reaches A and B have approximately the same

sediment load. This is an intermediate equilibrium condition. After

nine days the supply into reach B from reach A is decreased to 9.4 x 107

tons per year, so reach B scours again until it attains an equilibrium

depth of 29 feet and a sediment-transport capacity of 9.4 x 107 tons per

year. The total time until reach B is in equilibrium is 16.4 days.

After this time, reaches A and B are in equilibrium.

The initial supply rate from reach B to reach C is 2.1 x 10
9

tons per year. After 1.33 days, the supply decreases to 6.0 x 108 tons

per year and finally, after 16.4 days, the supply decreases to the

equilibrium supply of 9.4 x 10
7 

tons per year (at 35,000 cfs). The

initial sediment-transport capacity of reach C is 9.0 x 108 tons per

year, The initial supply is greater than the demand, therefore deposi-

tion of sediment on the bed of reach C occurs. Deposited on the bed is

a 1.7 foot thickness of sediment in 0.9 days, and the sediment-transport

capacity of reach C is increased to 2.1 x 10
9 tons per year. For the

next 0.43 days reaches B and C are in equilibrium. The sediment supply

is now decreased to 6.0 x 10
8 tons per year from reach B, therefore

reach C scours until its sediment-transport capacity is also 6.0 x 10
8

tons per year. This occurs in approximately 1.2 days. In the next 13.9

days, reaches B and C are in an intermediate equilibrium state again.

Finally, the supply from reach B is 9.4 x 10
7 tons per year, which is

the final equilibrium sediment load of the entire river at the flow rate
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of 35,000 cfs. Reach C scours again until it attains the final equili-

brium sediment-transport capacity (9.4 x 10 7 tons per year). Approxi-

mately 25.5 days after the flow is increased, reach C is in equilibrium

with all the other upstream reaches. In order for reach C to attain

equilibrium conditions, sediment must first be deposited on the bed, and

later sediment is eroded out of the bed.

Reach D is supplied with sediment from reach C. Initially reach

D scours. However, the supply capacity of reach C increases, so that

after 0.9 days reach D begins to fill. After another 1.62 days reach D

scours again. However, reach D cannot attain final equilibrium capacity,

since the time needed is 33.14 days and the flow rate changes to 20,000

cfs in only 30 days. The final sediment-transport capacity of reach D

is 2,1 x 10 8 tons per year (y = 22 feet), which is greater than the

river equilibrium capacity of 9.4 x 10
7 

tons per year (y = 25 feet).

Reaches E and F also have final sediment-transport capacities

greater than the equilibrium capacity of the river, since the time needed

for the reaches to attain equilibrium is greater than 30 days. The

scour-deposition-scour fluctuations also occur in the downstream reaches.

In fact, all the additional downstream reaches from D do not attain the

river equilibrium capacity in 30 days at 35,000 cfs. However, the

reaches can be at intermediate equilibrium states.

Figure 29 shows a profile view of the reaches just before the

flow rate was decreased to 20,000 cfs. Analyses similar to that just

described were done for the entire hydrograph and the results are shown

in Figures 30 through 35. The graphs show how the upstream and
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downstream sections of the reaches differ in bed and surface elevations

with time. Figure 36 shows how at a given time the bed and surface

elevations vary along the length of the river.

Conclusion 

A rational explanation of the seemingly erratic behavior of the

pool-rapid river is possible due to the fact that with an increase in

the flow the equilibrium depth increases faster than the head on the

control and, therefore, all the pools scour if the flood persists long

enough. When the flow decreases, fill is to be expected along the bed.

Since the difference in the sediment supply and sediment-transport

capacity is much smaller during fill than during scour, the time neces-

sary for all the pools to fill is greater than the time necessary for

the pools to scour.

When scour or fill is actively occurring the erratic behavior in

the pools is apparent. A downstream section in a reach that will ulti-

mately scour will first fill when the upstream section is supplying

sediment at a high sediment load. Differences 
in the sediment-transport

capacity can be due to different widths or different head-discharge

relationships for the controls. A downstream pool 
that follows several

other pools will scour and fill many times before scouring to equilibrium

because a pool cannot scour to equilibrium before all 
the pools upstream

from it are in equilibrium.

If the hydrograph time period is less than 
the time necessary

for equilibrium to occur, scour holes and 
fill mounds are left in the

system. These holes and mounds tend to travel through 
the system.
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When the river is not periodically controlled by weirs (rapids)

it behaves similarly to the pool-rapid river, however the reaches are

linked hydraulically. The bed redistribution due to scour and fill

occurs simultaneously and only the last part is sequential as a head

cutting from downstream.

The bed slope is almost independent of the width in the pool-

rapid river. If the sediment-transport capacity and the flow rate are

known the slope can be estimated. The Manning n is also important, but

is not a well-known function of the other factors.



APPENDIX A

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = Cross-sectional area of pool (ft 2 ).

A, B, C, D, E, F = Names of pools for Case V.

B, B1 , B2 = Widths of pools (ft).

c = Mean sediment concentration in percent by weight.

C = Triangular weir coefficient.

C, C	 C
2 
= Coefficients pertaining to shear velocity-fall velocity

ratio approximation.

d = Particle diameter (ft).

d
m 

= Mean sediment diameter (ft).

d
s 
= Depth of scour or deposition (ft).

h = Weir head (ft).

K, K
1, 1(2 

= Coefficient pertaining to hydraulic radius approximation.

L = Length of pool (ft).

m = Contraction exponent.

n, n n2 = Manning 
roughness coefficients.

p = Parabolic weir shape characteristic (ft).

p = Bed material fraction of diameter d.

P = Wetted perimeter (ft).

Q - Flow rate in pools (ft 3/sec).

Q = Flow rate over parabolic weir (ft
3 /sec).
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Q = Flow rate over triangular weir (ft 3/sec).

s 
= The difference in the supply and demand rate of sediment in a reach

(tons/year).

R = Hydraulic radius (ft).

R, S, T, U, V = Names of pools for Cases I through IV.

Re = Reynolds number.

S, S i , S2 = Pool slopes.

S f = Friction slope.

STA7 = Water surface slope for uniform flow.

t = The time for scour or deposition to occur (years).

V = Velocity of flow (ft/sec).

w = Fall velocity (ft/sec).

x = Shear velocity-fall velocity ratio exponent.

X = Proportional to the width of the parabolic weir (ft).

Y, Yo , Yi , Y2 = Depth of the pools (ft).

a = Apex angle of triangular weir (degrees).

y = Specific weight of fluid (lbs/ft 3 ).

ys = 
Average bulk specific weight of the sediment (lbs/ft

3 ).

p = Density of fluid (lbs sec 2 /ft4 ).

Tc = 
Critical tractive force acting on the bed (lbs/ft

2 )•

T = Total tractive force acting on the bed (lbs/ft
2 ).

o 
1

To = 
Portion of the total tractive force associated with the sediment

particles (lbs/ft
2
).

0 = Coefficient pertaining to the function of the 
shear velocity-fall

velocity ratio.
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